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Abstract—Advancements in the AI field unfold tremendous
opportunities for society. Simultaneously, it becomes increasingly
important to address emerging ramifications. Thereby, the focus
is often set on ethical and safe design forestalling unintentional
failures. However, cybersecurity-oriented approaches to AI safety
additionally consider instantiations of intentional malice – in-
cluding unethical malevolent AI design. Recently, an analogous
emphasis on malicious actors has been expressed regarding
security and safety for virtual reality (VR). In this vein, while
the intersection of AI and VR (AIVR) offers a wide array
of beneficial cross-fertilization possibilities, it is responsible to
anticipate future malicious AIVR design from the onset on
given the potential socio-psycho-technological impacts. For a
simplified illustration, this paper analyzes the conceivable use
case of Generative AI (here deepfake techniques) utilized for
disinformation in immersive journalism. In our view, defenses
against such future AIVR safety risks related to falsehood in
immersive settings should be transdisciplinarily conceived from
an immersive co-creation stance. As a first step, we motivate
a cybersecurity-oriented procedure to generate defenses via
immersive design fictions. Overall, there may be no panacea but
updatable transdisciplinary tools including AIVR itself could be
used to incrementally defend against malicious actors in AIVR.

Index Terms—AI Safety, VR, AI, Immersive Journalism, Dis-
information, HCI, Design Fiction, Psychology, Cybersecurity

I. MOTIVATION

For humans to benefit from progresses in the AI field, it

is essential to early start to also tackle the potential risks

associated with AI development and deployment. In the light

of the foregoing, AI safety and AI ethics considerations are

gradually being recognized as indispensable component of

AI research efforts across multiple research subfields [1]–

[6] at an international level [7]. Commonly, methods in AI

safety and AI ethics focus on how to implement ethical

and safe AI systems and how to avoid unintentional failure

modes related to design-time mistakes and operational failures.

However, from a cybersecurity-oriented view in AI safety [8]–

[11], it has been emphasized to additionally consider the

existence of malicious and unethical actors. Such adversaries

can intentionally launch malicious attacks on deployed AI

systems or themselves craft AI systems with intentional malice
in design. Concerning VR settings, recent work on security

and safety for VR [12]–[14] and also more generally mixed

reality [15]–[18] is in line with this cybersecurity-oriented AI

safety perspective and stresses the need to anticipate misuses

and attacks by malicious entities. Generally, the AI risks

embodied by malicious design can be understood as worst-

case scenarios in AI safety given that the system is owned

by the attacker allowing maximal adversarial capabilities with

minimal restrictions in white-box settings1 [19]. Obviously,

the same holds analogously for malicious design in VR.

Hence, given the promising avenues that beneficial syn-

ergies between AI and VR technologies started to bring

forth [20], it seems important to proactively identify possible

misuses of such synergies. In fact, the early consideration

of individual use cases involving malevolent actors has been

recently explicitly recommended for a security-aware develop-

ment across diverse mixed reality instantiations [17]. In this

paper, we focus on malevolent design at the intersection of AI

and VR (AIVR). More specifically, we zero in on intentionally

performed unethical AIVR design that construes what we call

immersive falsehood. We regard immersive falsehood as a

landscape of deliberately designed synthetic immersive reali-

ties for malicious purposes. For a graspable analysis and by

way of illustration, we use the not yet prevalent but cogitable

use case of targeted disinformation via VR news contents

potentiated by Generative AI (such as e.g. via exploits using

future extensions of VR deepfakes [21]). Indeed, regarding

the information ecosystem in the near future, progresses in

the nascent field of immersive journalism (which refers to

news formats allowing participatory first-person experiences

of recreated news events and situations [22]) already include

the creation of VR news productions [23]. Thereby, while

the convergence of AI, VR and such experiential news could

provide a unique window of opportunity for innovations, it

could also simultaneously exacerbate the space of possibilities

for malicious AIVR design and disinformation.

Note that even if advanced AIVR applications might cur-

rently belong to a niche in its infancy, the analysis of this

particular type of risk could be already useful today for AI, VR

and their safety separately. The reason being that instructive

insights gained from such worst-case scenario considerations

might already be applicable to simpler cases. For instance,

when being equipped with methods on how to defend against

1Simply put, in security, white-box settings refer to cases where the
adversary has full knowledge about the internal implementation of the system.
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misleading immersive journalism experiences in VR, one

might be better informed on how to tackle the consumption of

manipulative disinformation videos crafted with Generative AI

which are non-immersive and affect much less sensory modal-

ities. Concurrently, a similar set of methods might be useful

to sensitize VR users and raise security awareness on the

procedure of potential adversaries including their manipulation

techniques. Finally, the mere confrontation with instantiations

of malevolent AIVR design leads involved researchers (and

ultimately society) to face the relevant issue on how to

possibly generate defense methods against vividly experienced

immersive falsehood. One possibility to address this task is the

use of design fictions [24]–[27] known from human computer

interaction (HCI) and which have been recently also applied to

near-term and long-term security issues of modern technolo-

gies including Generative AI [28]. (Co-creation design fictions

can be used for technological future projections by experts in

the form of e.g. narratives or construed prototypes that can

be represented in text, audio or video formats but also in VR

environments [29].) The next Section II collates technical and

psychological information on malicious design in the context

of Generative AI and immersive journalism. Then, Section III

first discusses parameters relevant to a cybersecurity-oriented

modelling of adversarial capabilities and goals. Subsequently,

we elaborate on how to – on this basis – co-create defenses

using immersive design fictions. Thereafter, we conclude in

Section IV and provide incentives for future work.

II. MALEVOLENT ACTORS AND FALSEHOOD IN AIVR

Malevolent creativity [30] can be described as the deliberate

utilization of creativity in the service of harmful goals. As in

cybersecurity, malevolent creativity applied to AI may fuel

incessant races between adversaries and defenders. However,

as in cybersecurity, dynamic exchanges between defenders and

ethical hackers and the practice of considering safety aspects,

attacks and defenses can contribute to a more informed and

balanced security ecosystem [10]. Early analogous efforts can

be already observed in the field of adversarial machine learning

where an increasing number of publications on both adversar-

ial AI attacks and adaptive defense methods are produced [31].

Already in current AI contexts, it is technically feasible for

malevolent attackers to for instance intentionally cause a

variety of failures ranging from exploitation of vulnerabili-

ties against adversarial examples over poisoning attacks and

machine learning backdoors to model thefts [32]. Regarding

malevolent AI design [10], [19] itself, feasible examples in-

clude among others AI-based malicious software [33], misuse

of automated drones [8], [34] or autonomous vehicles [35]

and malicious design of Generative AI [28] for disinformation,

extortion and defamation.

In VR, it is in principle practicable for malevolent actors to

cause psychological or physical harm [18] e.g. by displaying

or overlaying offensive undesirable contents [13], enacting

harassment in social virtual spaces [36], by controlling the

physical movements of the user towards maliciously chosen

physical locations or by deliberately inducing dizziness and

confusion [13]. In extreme cases, physical harm could be

caused for instance by manipulating subtle elements such as

the frequency of visual stimuli threatening hereto neurolog-

ically vulnerable individuals [15]. Malevolent actors could

also threaten privacy in social VR settings [37] e.g. via

identity thefts of user avatars [18] linked to the unethical

tracking of multiple private channels. Furthermore, an al-

ready emerging phenomenon is the unethical crafting and

sharing of synthetic non-consensual VR contents [38] – which

could be exacerbated with perceived virtual replica or tailored

modifications of existing humans [39] if performed non-

consensually. Corresponding endeavors could be fueled by

future extensions of VR deepfake methods that are technically

already feasible [21], [38]. Ultimately, it is conceivable that

AI-aided malevolent VR design could also be utilized e.g. for

manipulative purposes at a larger scale taking the form of

immersive disinformation [18]. In fact, while one advantage of

the already existing VR-based immersive journalism [23] is the

“unprecedented access to the sights and sounds, and possibly
feelings and emotions that accompany the news” [22], this

feature could be systematically exploited in order to deceive

– especially when amplified with Generative AI. Incisively,

a recent online article expounded that combining deepfakes

and VR may “damage the trust in shared information” and

could lead to “extremely manipulated content across various
channels” [40].

A. Malicious Design of Generative AI

The currently most sophisticated instances of Generative AI

that are potentially available to malevolent actors are the so-

called “deepfake” techniques harnessing deep learning (DL)

tools. While often associated with face-swapping methods, the

range of deepfake applications transcends those contexts and

comprises not only modifications of faces in image and video

artifacts but also extends to speech, text and body motions

as well as images in other domains. Thereby, it is important

to note that deepfakes simultaneously open up a variety of

beneficial and forward-looking applications (see e.g. [41]

for an overview) in areas such as gaming, entertainment,

health care, education or even privacy-preserving journalism.

Here, we are concerned with potential misuses which if

ignored, could also compromise or overshadow the unfolding

of positive impacts of these technologies. Potential harmful

and malicious adversarial goals to design deepfakes comprise

among others disinformation, revenge, extortion, sabotage,

smearing, frauds, crafting a tool for other cybercrimes, scams,

impersonation, obfuscation, tempering with legal evidence and

physical harm [42]–[44]. In the next paragraph, we introduce

a set of practically relevant risk instantiations for illustrative

purposes.

The following exemplary high-level processes could be

instrumentalized across different domains for malicious Gen-

erative AI design: 1) replacement, 2) reenactment, 3) image
synthesis, 4) speech synthesis, 5) synthetic text generation,

6) adversarial perturbation and interestingly 7) automated
disconcertion. The most popular application for process 1 is
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certainly facial replacement (aka face-swapping) in the com-

puter vision domain. Such a DL-based facial replacement has

been for instance used for a public defamation video shared

across ca. 40000 individuals portraying the journalist Rana

Ayyub in pornographic contexts she never partook. Concerning

process 2 which often involves a type of puppetry via facial

reenactment where facial features of a driving source entity

are transferred to the face of a target, they “give attackers the
ability to impersonate an identity, controlling what he or she
says or does” [44]. With increasing generative capabilities,

it is easily conceivable that it could become more and more

problematic for audiovisual journalistic contents. Moreover,

process 3 facilitates the generation of fake artifacts perceived

as portraits of possibly existing individuals. It has been already

utilized to generate misleading profile pictures on social media

to simulate fake personas [45] and has been harnessed for

disinformation [46] and even espionage attempts [47]. Another

example of malicious DL-based image synthesis is the gener-

ation of deepfakes in the domain of medical imagery to add

or remove diagnostic features for which a proof-of-concept

has been recently implemented as applied to scans for lung

cancer [48]. Process 4 has been for instance utilized for a type

of DL-based voice cloning facilitating an impersonation of the

CEO of a company in the UK where an employee could be

convinced to transfer a significant amount of money [49]. Very

recently, process 5 instantiated in the form of DL-based natural

language generation with a fine-tuned version of the known

Generative Pre-trained Transformer (GPT-2) model has been

argued to be able to formulate textual messages resembling

political disinformation [50].

When it comes to process 6, the key motivation of adding

adversarial perturbations to a previously crafted material to

evade deepfake detectors (a technically feasible strategy de-

noted “adversarial deepfakes” [51]) could be to disguise other

cybercrimes or to conceal inauthentic contents related to disin-

formation campaigns [45]. Its future real-world instantiations

could lead to severe forensic consequences [44] and could

have nefarious impacts on the information ecosystem. Beyond

that, it could also lead to repercussions regarding content

filters related to terroristic propaganda or child abuse [34]

(which is for instance conceivable if illegal authentic material

is first modified via deepfakes for identity obfuscation [52] and

subsequently adversarially perturbed [51] to evade deepfake

detectors). Last but not least, an interim retrospective view of

this short non-exhaustive enumeration of processes that can

be exploited for malevolent Generative AI design reveals the

need to consider the socio-psychological and forensic impacts

of their mere existence. In fact, with process 7 of automated

disconcertion, we refer to the automatically eventuated mech-

anism that is brought forth by the very availability of these

processes which are potentiated by the malicious Generative

AI design itself. In forensics, it materializes in the form of

the liar’s dividend [44] seemingly taking away the general

credibility of audio, visual and textual samples. At the societal

and interpersonal but also intrapersonal level, it means that

founded or unfounded suspicions of falsehood might turn out

to become harder and harder to resolve in practice. Needless

to say that the rather diffuse automated disconcertion can

represent a strategical advantage for malicious actors interested

in forms of targeted disinformation. In fact, a recent failed

military coup in the context of pre-existing political unrest in

Gabon was partially grounded in the proliferation of the wrong

assumption that an official presidential video represented a

manipulative deepfake video [53]–[55].

B. Immersive Journalism, VR and Disinformation

One striking vision for the nascent field of immersive

journalism (IJ) as revealed by De la Peña (who has also

been called the “godmother of VR” [56]) was the explicit

goal to reinstitute “the audience’s emotional involvement in
current events” [22] which seemed to exhibit a certain degree

of indifference towards human suffering. It has been argued

that IJ can promote empathy [57] as well as a sense of awe

and wonder [58]. Moreover, a recent study found that it can

foster postive attitudinal changes [59]. Further, it was initially

postulated that VR news contents when “based on 3D video
rather than on 3D synthetic modeling and animation” [22]

would offer an even more realistic framing than conventional

formats. This may also apply to VR content creation with

modern highly detailed and realistic 3D reconstructions [20],

[60], [61]. Beyond that, VR may offer “a powerful plattform
to re-create news events, taking the idea of photographic
documentation of reality or acoustical recordings to an entirely
new level in which the user can be virtually present at a
news event and experience it as a witness or even as a
participant” [23]. Interestingly, VR news experiences have

been associated with higher telepresence and even elevated

news credibility [62] when compared with standard news

consumption forms without VR exposure. IJ experienced with

VR headsets could allow unique experiences of immersive 3D

“spatial journalism” [58] via “the introduction of user-directed
spatial dynamics, adding a new level of presence” [63].

Despite these promising avenues and the fact that there exist

multiple types of IJ including AR frameworks, 360-degree

reports [64] and drone-based immersive news [58], IJ is still in

its infancy and the most widespread pieces correspond to either

360-degree video productions or mobile VR settings [23], [65]

which is also linked to the fact that VR content creation is still

relatively complex and expensive nowadays [66].

Nevertheless, multiple early IJ formats in VR have been

developped in the last two decades. The first VR news story

of the New York Times (NYT) (albeit only as 360-degree

film downloadable from a NYT app which some would

strictly speaking not label as VR content [67]) termed “The

Displaced” [23] was focused on three children from different

nations displaced by war and allowed a visual exploration of

the effects of the devastation. Furthermore, “Project Syria”

facilitated an immersive VR experience featuring a bomb

explosion in Aleppo and a refugee camp [23] that could be

viewed with Oculus Rift or HTC Vive while “Assent” was

devised as a VR documentary that could be viewed with

Oculus Rift depicting the witnessing of military executions in
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Chile from the perspective of the maker’s father. Another IJ

piece in VR that was made available to the public was crafted

to raise awareness concerning the detention conditions at the

Guantánamo Bay prison and was based on a re-construction

of this prison for Second Life and later for Unity3D. In these

examples of VR journalism, a unique grasp of the situation

becomes possible by “transferring people’s sensation of place
to a space where a credible action is taking place that they
perceive as really happening, and where, most importantly, it
is their very body involved in this action” [22]. In a nutshell,

according to De la Peña, it is this combination of presence,

the plausibility of the experience and the embodied active

sampling of the environment that facilitates this “profoundly
different way to experience the news, and therefore ultimately
to understand it in a way that is otherwise impossible, without
really being there” [22].

However, this set of attributes of IJ in VR make it at

the same time lucrative for malicious actors. It is easily

conceivable that such unique immersive experiences can also

create presence, immersion, empathy and a sense of credibility

in the context of falsehood advocated by manipulative enti-

ties [68]. Different IJ formats could accordingly be misused

for propaganda and disinformation. For clarity, instead of using

the broader term of “fake news” (which partially overlaps with

disinformation and misinformation [69]) to refer to misleading

information and news contents, we utilize the narrow term

“disinformation” in the sense recommended by the UK gov-

ernment. It defines “disinformation as the deliberate creation
and sharing of false and/or manipulated information that
is intended to deceive and mislead audiences, either for
the purposes of causing harm, or for political, personal or
financial gain” [70]. Regarding disinformation in IJ, in a 2017

interview with Quartz, De la Peña stated that “VR will be
used for propaganda. It will be used badly for journalism.
[...] But that’s always going to be about, who’s the maker?
And it’s not about the medium” [71]. For this reason, the main

concern addressed here is malevolent creativity exhibited by

malicious makers. (Naturally, other concerns may stem from

unintentional human errors.) As it has long been the case in

cybersecurity and now also in deepfakes, there is certainly an

attacker-defender arms race when it comes to disinformation

attempts. Future IJ and also VR itself could arguably follow

this type of trend [17].

C. Manipulated VR News and False Memory Construction

In short, with VR technologies becoming cheaper and

more widespread, immersive falsehood fabricated by malicious

actors could emerge in IJ settings. Sanchez described related

possible dystopian scenarios “where users are immersed in
a world of fake news” [57] while Uskali and Ikonen [72]

stressed that IJ experts should be aware of “[...] advanced
and sophisticated manipulation and disinformation operations
[...]”. Beyond that, Uskali et al. specify that “our brain
believes so strongly in what it sees in VR that we might
not be able to distinguish fake news from real news” [73].

In our view, one very specific concern for the future of

IJ is the targeted and tailored elicitation of false memory

constructions via experiential VR news contents. On the

one hand, when compared to traditional desktop displays,

it is known from recent findings that immersive VR with

head-mounted displays affords more memorable experiences

by combining “visually immersive spatial representations of
data with our vestibular and proprioceptive senses” [74]. On

the other hand, this concise feature of long-lasting effects

via the spatially-centered experiences in VR journalism [63]

could open up a novel attack surface for malevolent actors

interested in disinformation operations. More generally, Liv

and Greenbaum [75] postulate that “creating false memories
to promote the uptake of fake news, both on the individual and
mass scale can be enabled through multiple different means,
including narrative, video, photos, and virtual reality”. In this

line, a study of Frenda et al. emphasizes that fake memories

can be specifically brought forth for manipulative political

gain – with successful uptakes especially if the contents are

coherent with pre-existing preferences [76]. Another study

found that elementary-aged children are susceptible to false

memory formation in VR [77] and concluded more broadly

that “third parties may be able to elicit false memories without
the consent or mental effort of an individual”. Already the

exposure to a small set of misleading photographs and a

narrative led to false memory construction across half of the

adult participants in a 2018 study in the period preceeding

the Ireland abortion referendum [78]. Overall, it is easily

conceivable that hyperrealistic IJ pieces experienced with VR

headsets may exacerbate such psychological effects [79].

Against the backdrop of the foregoing analysis speaking

to the creation of durable false memories for disinformation

purposes, the following exemplary set of 3 processes could

facilitate this endeavor: 1) persuasive spatial dynamics engi-
neering, 2) memory-centered sensory stimulation, 3) informa-
tion gathering. Process 1 refers to any set of systematically

selected processes whose outcome yields increased spatial
awareness, perception and orientation in VR settings (such

as e.g. implementing 3D minimaps [80]). Process 2 consists

in selecting any specific sensory stimulation that increases

memory consolidation. For instance, it is easily conceivable

that future adversaries could especially profit from the already

implemented [81]–[86] but not yet available-for-sale olfactory
displays for VR. The reason being that neuroanatomically

speaking, olfactory pathways are unique [87] and olfactory

memories differ from other memory forms by being partic-

ularly apt to evoke affectively-loaden memories and having

a strong propensity to influence memory acquisition while

being at the same time “highly resistant to forgetting” and

“highly resistant to retroactive interference” [88]. (Olfactory

displays can for instance be attached to VR headsets [81],

[85] or utilized as on-face [86] or handheld [82] wearables.)

Finally, process 3 could include various techniques such as e.g.

social engineering or open source intelligence gathering [89]

(retrieving publicly available data on a target) to identify pre-
existing preferences and beliefs of the victims to be able to

match VR contents for a successful uptake of disinformation.
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III. CYBERSECURITY-ORIENTED IMMERSIVE DEFENSES

In the last Section II, we reflected upon the space of

affordances available to potential malevolent actors in AI and

VR respectively. We illustrated this concept utilizing the use

case of disinformation in immersive journalism contexts. In

this section, we discuss a cybersecurity-oriented methodology

to generate defense methods against adversaries operating in

AIVR, at the intersection of AI and VR. In this vein, in

cybersecurity and also in recent work on security for machine

learning, it is indispensable to perform a so-called threat mod-
elling [31], a clear specification of assumed goals, capabilities

and knowledge exhibited by the adversary. For this reason,

prior to elaborating on how to generate generic immersive

AIVR defense measures, we first provide a threat model for

our malevolent AIVR design use case for illustration.

A. Threat Modelling for Malevolent AIVR Design Use Case

• Adversarial goals: Given the choice of our use case,

the goal of the assumed adversary is a specific form of

targeted disinformation by combining AI with VR tools in

IJ settings. We consider that the adversary has the specific

goal to manipulate the opinions, attitudes and views of

selected IJ victims in a well-defined manner according

to a self-defined scheme. More precisely, the goal could

be to modify a source set of conceptions S to a target

set of conceptions T in a certain context whereby these

sets could differ in content and in confidence assigned

to each element. By such a modification, the adversary

intentionally aims at deceiving and misleading based on

political, personal or financial motives or/and as an end in

itself to cause harm. Overall, the adversarial goal would

correspond to a microtargeted disinformation in IJ.

• Adversarial knowledge: We assume that all Generative

AI components utilized are available in white-box set-

tings. The same holds for the VR content creation for the

IJ experiences that is fully transparent to the adversary.

Moreover, the adversary is able to gain publicly available

information on the victims and can attempt to gain more

personal data via social engineering. One can conceive

of malicious Generative AI (and by extension malicious

deepfakes and VR deepfakes) as a type of adversarial

examples on humans – as exposure to a specifically

arranged sensorium with the goal to fool human entities

(at the level of their preferences, beliefs and perceptions).

Hence, in the case of humans for which information gath-

ering succeeded in supplying crucial personal knowledge,

it may be described as grey-box setting (a nuance between

black-box and white-box adversarial knowledge levels).

• Adversarial capabilities: Regarding the Generative AI

parts, the adversary can at least instrumentalize the set of

7 processes introduced in the last section which consisted

of replacement, reenactment, image synthesis, speech

synthesis, synthetic text generation, adversarial pertur-

bation and automated disconcertion. In the VR content

creation, the subtasks relevant to the disinformation goal

are under the control of the adversary. For instance, we

assume no constraints on the design and combination of

the multimodal material for content (e.g. images, videos,

audio samples,...). The adversary has no constraints on

performing the 3 mentioned processes for VR content cre-

ation: persuasive spatial dynamics engineering, memory-

centered sensory stimulation and information gathering.

Thus, in total, the adversary can leverage 10 different

processes to achieve microtargeted disinformation. How-

ever, it is obvious that in practice the set of capabilities

could be wider and is solely constrained by malevolent

creativity which is why defenses should be understood as

incremental techniques and not as conclusive solutions.

B. Immersive Design Fictions for AIVR Safety

Design fiction (which we abbreviate with DF in the fol-

lowing) enables “HCI and design researchers to co-create,
explore and speculate the future” [90]. Very recently, Houde

et al. [28] successfully applied co-creation DF to the specific

context of near-term AI safety related to (mis)use cases of

Generative AI. On this basis, we regard DF as a well suited

methodology for defenses against near-future AIVR safety

risks as illustrated in this paper. For clarity and to facilitate

a systematic procedure, we suggest to ground future AIVR

DF endeavors for defenses in threat models. Moreover, the

law of requisite variety in cybernetics suggests that “only
variety can destroy variety” [91]. Applied to our use case,

this signifies that in order to identify requisite knowledge for

defenses against the described threat model of an adversary

operating at physical, virtual and importantly immersive levels,

one may profit from an immersive perspective. In our view, this

need for an immersive stance for the meaningful generation of

solutions applies generally to any malicious AIVR design use

case linked to immersive falsehood. Interestingly, it has been

proposed to utilize VR as a powerful platform for DF given the

“higher level of immersion and sense of embodiment” [90]. In

a nutshell, AIVR safety can profit from AIVR (next to multiple

other areas such as e.g. cybersecurity, social psychology,

affective science, law or journalism) and vice versa.

In the light of our threat model, it becomes clear that DFs

for such malicious AIVR design use cases need to consider

a socio-psycho-technological threat landscape with immersive,

digital and physical elements and profound cognitive-affective

implications. Given the complexity, a meaningful approach

requires transdisciplinary dynamics. Importantly, the DFs need

to not only address proactive defenses, but also reactive
mechanisms [8]. In fact, proactive defenses could aim at

hindering malevolent actors in AIVR to be able to disseminate

their VR contents in the first place. Such measures could

for instance include prevention mechanisms preceding content

deployment and could be developed based on tools analogous

to deepfake detection AI. However, given the fallibility of

human knowledge, the unreliability of AI detection systems

and the unpredictability of human malicious creativity, one

needs to be aware of the need for reactive defense measures

i.e. in the example of our use case after users were exposed

to the manipulated VR news contents.
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Notably, we do not consider DF as a tool to predict the

future. Given the unpredictability of future knowledge cre-

ation, future extrapolations are limited by the state of available

present knowledge and reactive measures to unknown un-

knowns will be needed. DF cannot foresee the consequences of

not-yet created knowledge. However, DF allows the generation

of plausible counterfactual paths that could become crucial.

Organizationally, we assume a preparation phase preceding
the DF in which an immersive prototype is crafted (more

details below). A simple prototype could e.g. be an immersive

multimodal storytelling narrative with audiovisual (see e.g.

recent MIT deepfake storytelling project [92]), olfactory or

tactile material. For the future, we ideally recommend a VR

prototype [93]. Overall, we consider 3 disjunct groups: the

makers of the immersive prototype, a set of designers with

expertise in AIVR and a multidisciplinary set of participants

with knowledge in a variety of technological areas overlapping

with AI and VR or not. The following order for the immersive

DF is non-binding and has a merely illustrative function:

1) Designer co-creation session: A group of AI and VR

designers craft a threat model 1 and a threat model
2. The former refers to a use case of a malicious

AIVR design that would already be technically feasible

nowadays and the latter to a use case that they consider

feasible in 5 years given their current knowledge.

2) Participant introduction to AIVR: The AI and VR de-

signers provide a high-level introduction to the multidis-

ciplinary audience. It provides an overview on the state-

of-the-art of technical possibilities at the intersection of

AI and VR.

3) Designer narrative: The designers present threat model
1 to the audience.

4) Participant co-creation session: Instructed by this ex-

ample, the participants generate a new threat model 3
based on what they assume might be technically feasible

in 5 years given their current knowledge.

5) Participant narrative: The participants present threat
model 3 to the designers.

6) Narrative comparison: The designers present threat
model 2 and participants compare it to threat model 3.

7) Immersive session: Designers and participants undergo

a short experience of the immersive prototype. The

prototype experientially conveys a threat model 0 (pre-

fabricated by the makers of the prototype). In our use

case example, it could consist of a short blind immersive

experience with 2 pieces: an IJ piece (ideally in VR)

featuring an unknown but real event and another one

featuring disinformation inspired by the threat model

in Subsection III-A. Before and during exposure, users

are not informed on which piece is real and which

manipulative. Clarification is provided at the end.

8) Common defense co-creation session: Designers, par-

ticipants and makers co-create proactive and reactive
defenses against threat models 0 to 3. They also discuss

possible adaptive attacks (when defenses are known).

IV. CONCLUSION

Recent research related to the safety and security of AI and

VR respectively emphasizes the need to complement classical

efforts to design ethical and safe systems with the anticipation

of intentional exploits by unethical and malicious actors. In

this vein, we performed a proactive cybersecurity-oriented

analysis of malicious design in AIVR i.e. at the intersection of

AI and VR. Even though the field is in its infancy, it is essential

to build more robust dynamics from the onset on [18] and not

in hindsight. By way of illustration, we applied our analysis to

the use case of immersive journalism where malevolent actors

could specifically harness Generative AI and VR settings for

purposes of (microtargeted) disinformation creating immersive

falsehood – with socio-psycho-technological implications that

may require proactive and reactive immersive defenses.

For the purpose of generating such defense measures, we

introduced a cybersecurity-oriented approach to immersive co-

creation design fictions (ideally in VR). In a nutshell, AIVR
safety can benefit from immersive AIVR co-creations. Thereby,

while such co-creations may not represent a panacea to counter

malicious design, it seems recommendable to incrementally

employ and update them on-demand for conceivable AIVR

safety use cases. Beyond that, it can be postulated that immer-

sive design fictions inspired by security practices represent a

possible way to utilize VR as rich counterfactual experiential

testbed [94], [95] – however now extended to counterfactuals

comprising co-existing unethical actors.

In a recent futures exercise, AI-generated fake content

was ranked among the highest-rated potential applications

for AI-enabled crime [35]. Moreover, Generative AI such

as deepfakes could be used for the malicious creation of

false memories [75]. Such considerations paired with the

aptness of VR to facilitate durable memories represent AIVR

synergies that could be exploited by malicious actors. The

possible psychological implications of false memories induced

in the context of such exploits could be studied in future

work. Thereby, a promising avenue for future prevention and

remedies could perhaps also include immersive cognitive-

affective debiasing measures harnessing AIVR itself.
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